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	Learning Objective: Students will improve their ability to sight read both pitches and rhythms and perform simple sight reading exercises both vocally and on their instruments.
	Guiding Question: How can we hear music before we play it?
	Differentiation: - Audiation gives students the ability to process musical material at their own pace.- Sight-reading competition option allows students to perform exercises appropriate to their skill level.Homework: individually assigned exercises based on student ability.
	Homework: Create sight-reading assignment(s) for students in SmartMusic. Assign exercises on an individual basis so that students cannot collaborate and so that students have homework that best fits their individual skill level.
	Teacher Name: Teacher Name
	Subject: Subject
	Date: Date
	Demonstration of Learning (Assessment): At the end of class, students will both sing and play unison sight reading exercises in SmartMusic as an ensemble.
	Hook: Warm up students' voices as well as their instruments by playing, then singing, a scale, one note at a time. Then have students sing the entire scale before they play it. Finally, have students play and sing the scale in thirds.
	Activity: Have students clap a steady beat along with a metronome. Next have students continue the steady beat with the metronome off. Cut off the students.Resume the steady beat with claps (metronome off). Have students emphasize beat one of each 4/4 measure. Then, have students clap only on beat one. Stop and restart the exercise until the ensemble can successfully count the measure silently and only clap together on beat one.Return to the scale you used for a warm up. Sing a simple three-note pattern using the scale (starting with do-re-mi helps), and have students "sing" the pitches silently to themselves. Then have the class sing the pitches out loud. Continue this structure with other three note patterns.
	Assessment: 
	Wrap up: With remaining class time, have students try more advanced exercises (perhaps from level 3 or 4) with a partner. Students will still clap, then sing, then play the exercise. This activity can also be structured as a competition (see notes).
	Objective: 
	Standard: 
	Standard 2: NAfME 2014 Ensemble Standards
	Activity 3: Project "Sight Reading Exercises, Level 2" on the board. Select an exercise at random. Again, have students audiate then clap the rhythms and audiate then sing pitches. This time, rather than singing the exercise, have students play the exercise. Have students evaluate their performance by asking if pitch or rhythm was harder. Focus on that aspect of the performance as you repeat the process on a new exercise. For example, spend more time on pitches if students indicate pitch was harder to sight read than rhythm.
	Activity 2: Project "Sight Reading Exercises, Level 1" on the board using SmartMusic Free. Select an exercise at random. Turn on the metronome and have students, on their own, "think" the rhythm in along with the metronome. Then, have students clap the rhythm together as an ensemble. To correct errors, have students clap in sections or with a partner.After students clap, provide a starting pitch and have students sing the pitches out of rhythm. Pause on each note to be sure that students are matching pitch.Finally, sing the exercise together in rhythm. Repeat this process for several sight reading exercises.
	Objective 2: - Perform expressively, with appropriate interpretation and technical accuracy, and in a manner appropriate to the audience and context.
	Assessment 2: At the end of class, students will both sing and play unison sight reading exercises in SmartMusic as an ensemble.
	Notes + Materials 2: Choose exercises at an appropriate level for your students. For reference, dotted quarters are introduced in Level 3, sixteenth notes in Level 4. Loading exercises ahead of class (in their own tabs) can help make sure that students can sight read effectively.You can also have a sight-reading contest with your students as a way to gamify sight-reading activities.Fundamentally, you'll use SmartMusic to assess a student's sight reading using a projector. Be sure "My Part" is turned off.Other optional things you might include:- before or after the contestant performs, have the ensemble sing, clap, or play the exercise.- create a sight-reading assignment before class so that students have limited time to study the etude before their "competition take."
	Notes + Materials: - SmartMusic Free, including assignments and custom rubric- pencils- metronome- projector and device for putting SmartMusic on the board
	Title: Sight Reading for Young Instrumentalists


